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CLOSED INTRAMEDULLARY NAILING OF THE TIBIA

D. BAMFORD, D. STANLEY

The recommended position of the patient for closed
intramedullary nailing of the tibia is with the hip flexed

45#{176}and the knee flexed 90#{176}.The most commonly

advocated method of achieving this requires an ortho-

paedic table with crossbar attachment. We have found

this awkward to set up and inconvenient for image

intensification.

We describe a method of positioning the patient

which utilises the Watson-Jones frame (1932); this is

easy to set up and allows good access for both the surgeon

and the radiographer.

Method. The only equipment required is a standard

operating table with detachable leg piece, a Watson-

Jones frame, and a lithotomy stirrup. The patient is

initially positioned supine on the full table, and the

affected leg prepared around the ankle. A Steinmann pin

is inserted through the calcaneum and a loop fastened to

the pin. The leg is then elevated and prepared for

operation.

The leg section of the operating table is then

removed and the segment under the patient’s thigh raised

so that the hip is flexed to 45#{176}.The Watson-Jones frame

is attached to the operating table and the thigh placed in

the padded cup of the frame. In this position the whole

of the thigh is supported and the knee is flexed at 90#{176}

(Fig. 1). The unaffected leg is placed in a !ithotomy
stirrup. The Steinmann pin loop is attached to the hook

of the Watson-Jones frame. Traction is applied through
the frame in order to reduce and hold the fracture. The
patient is now in a position to allow the closed tibia!

nailing to commence.

Discussion. The Watson-Jones frame was designed to
allow traction and reduction of tibia! fractures, and to

hold this position while plaster was applied. The use of

the frame for closed tibia! nailing has, we believe, several
advantages over other methods of positioning the patient

(Alms 1962; Merle D’Aubign#{233} et a! 1974). The frame is
simple to apply and is used in a similar fashion to that

employed when tibia! fractures are manipulated and

placed in plaster. By adjusting the operating table,

however, the leg is positioned at 45#{176}to the horizontal

rather than the 90#{176}angle used for plaster application.

The technique avoids cumbersome table attachments,
and allows free access to both sides of the tibia. In

addition, the radiographer is able to obtain an excellent

position for the image intensifier since its positioning is

unhindered by table legs.

The only disadvantage that we have found is that

the metal bar of the frame prevents a true anteroposterior
image of the tibia from being obtained. This can be

compensated for by obtaining minima! oblique views,

and these, together with a true lateral view seem sufficient.
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